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The origin of Gelfand rings comes from [9] where the Jacobson topology and the weak topology 
are compared. The equivalence of these topologies defines a regular Banach algebra. One of the 
interests of these rings resides in the fact that we have an equivalence of categories between vector 
bundles over a compact manifold and finitely generated projective modules over C(M), the ring of 
continuous real functions on M [17]. 
These rings have been studied by R. Bkouche (soft rings [3]) C. J. Mulvey (Gelfand rings [lj]) 
and S. Teleman (harmonic rings [19]). 
Firstly we study these rings geometrically (by sheaves of modules (Theorem 2.5)) and then 
introduce the tech covering dimension of their maximal spectrums. This allows us to study the 
stable rank of such a ring A (Theorem 6.1), the nilpotence of the nilideal of &(A) - The 
Grothendieck group of the category of finitely generated projective A-modules - (Theorem 9.3), 
and an upper limit on the maximal number of generators of a finitely generated A-module as a 
function of the afore-mentioned dimension (Theorem 4.4). 
Moreover theorems of stability are established for the group K,(A), depending on the stable 
rank (Theorems 8.1 and 8.2). They can be compared to those for vector bundles over a finite 
dimensional paracompact space [18]. 
Thus there is an analogy between finitely generated projective modules over Gelfand rings and 
tech dimension, and finitely generated projective modules over noetherian rings and Krull 
dimension. 
1. Gelfand rings 
All rings are commutative with identities, and all morphisms preserve identity 
elements. 
Let A be a ring; for each prime ideal x, we denote by jx : A + A, the canonical 
morphism. If a is an ideal we denote by V(a) (resp. D(a)) the associated closed set 
(resp. open set) in Spec A for the Zariski topology [5]. And if X is a subspace of Spec 
A we write Vx(a) = V(a)nX and &(a) = D(a)nX for each ideal a of A (If 
X = Max A, the set of maximal ideals of A, we write X = M). 
From [3] we have: 
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Proposition 1.1. Let A be a ring and x a prime ideal. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) The morphism jx : A + A, is a surjective map. 
(2) The ideal x is maximal and for each maximal ideal y# x, x and y are separated 
in Spec A. 
(3) For any maximal ideal m $x there exist a E m, a’e x with aa’ = 0. 
(4) For each prime ideal y ti x, A, OA A, = 0. 
(5) The subset { y 1 y E Spec A : y c x} is closed. 
(6) The ideal x is maximal and for each closed set Fof Max A, x not being in F, x 
and Fare separated in Spec A. 
Proposition 1.2. Let A be a ring, Xa subspace of Spec A and x an element of X. If the 
map jx : A + A, is surjective the system ( V,( f ))rcKerix is a base of neighborhoods of X. 
Definition 1.3. We call an idea1 which satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.1 a soft 
ideal. 
A ring is called Gelfand ring (or soft ring or harmonic ring) if every maxima1 ideal is 
soft. 
Remark. An idea1 x is soft iff Ker jx is a pure idea1 [4]. 
Examples. We remark that a ring with Jacobson radical zero is a Gelfand ring iff the 
maximal spectrum is compact (Hausdorff). 
(i) Any Von Neumann regular ring is a Gelfand ring. 
(ii) If X is a completely regular space then the ring of continuous real functions 
(bounded real functions) is a Gelfand ring and the maximal spectrum is PX the 
Stone-tech compactification of X [3], [lo]. 
(iii) Let M be a topological n-manifold (resp. normal differentiable n-manifold) 
then the ring C(M) (resp. C,(M), p = 1,2,. . . co) of continuous (resp. continuously 
p-differentiable) real functions is a Gelfand ring and the maxima1 spectrum is PM 
[3, 3.7.21. 
(iv) Let A be the subring of C(R, +, - , R) consisting of the functions f(x) of the 
form 
P(x)/&), x s +, kr E N, 
f(X)= 
i 
pi(X)/qi(X)p xE[i,i+l], iE{-kf ,..., kf-l}, 
%)/G(x), x 3 kj, 
where p(x), q(x), pi(x), qi(x) E R[x] for every i E { - kr, . . . , kr - 1) and qi(X) f 0 for 
every x E [i, i + 11, g(x) # 0 for x g -kr, G(x) # 0 for x 5 kt. Then A is a Gelfand ring 
(Max A is f3R) with zero Jacobson radical. A is a coherent ring, but is not a Von 
Neumann regular [ 131. 
(v) A regular Banach algebra is a Gelfand ring [9]. 
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2. Sheaf of modules 
Let x be a prime ideal of a ring A. We say that the sheaf 9 of A modules is 
point-sofi at x if the canonical map (pspecA :T(Spec A, 9) --, 3x (Where & is the stalk 
at the point x) is surjective. 
We write Int ( ) for the interior of ( ) if ( ) is a subspace of Spec A. 
Lemma 2.1[3]. Letx be a soft ideal of a ring A, and % a neighborhood of x in Spec A. 
Then there exist two closed sets WI and W2 of Spec A and an element g of A such that: 
xEInt W2c Wz’Int Wlc WIcJ2, 
withg(y)=lforyE Wzandg(y)=OforyESpecA- W1.(Wewriteg(y)fortheclass 
of g module y). 
Proposition 2.2. A prime ideal x of a ring A is soft iff each sheaf 9of A-modules over 
Spec A is a point-soft at x. 
Consider an element f of sX, and choose an element f of f (Q, 3 for some open 
neighborhood of x in Spec A with fX = f. 
Let WI and W2 be two closed sets of Spec A and g an element of A as in Lemma 
2.1. We can lift (g/%) f to fl in f(SpecA, 9) and it is clear that qSpecA(fl) =f (We 
denote the restriction of g to % by g/Q). 
Let 9 and $7 be two sheaves of A-modules over Spec A and 4 a morphism from 9 
to 9. We have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3. Let x be a soft ideal, then : 
(i) If &pecA : f (Spec A, 9) + f (Spec A, 3) is surjective, the canonical map 
IL, : 9X + FIX is surjective ; 
(ii) If hpecA : T(Spec A, 9) + T(Spec A, 3) is injectice, the canonical map 
q!fX : Px --, 9& is injective. 
Proof. (i) is immediate; for (ii) let i be an element of .FX. By Proposition 2.2 there 
exists an element t of T(Spec A, 9) such that yx(t) = i (Where yX : T(Spec A, 9) + 
9x is the canonical map). Then we have: 
rlr,%(t) = ‘f@@SpecA(t) = &L,(i) 
(where 0, : T(Spec A, %)+ %x is the canonical map. If &l,(i) = 0, then &“&p,,A(t) = 
0 and there exists % an open neighborhood of x in Spec A such that &‘&pecA(t) = 0. 
By Lemma 2.1 we can prove that an element g E A exists such that yX (gt) = yX (t) = i 
and +sp.$cA(gt) = 0. Since &pecA is injective gt = 0 and i = 0. 
We remark that if x is a soft ideal of A and 9 a sheaf of A-modules over Spec A, 
then 9x = S;’ T(Spec A, 9’) where S, = A -x. 
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We say that a sheaf of A-modules 9 is quasi-coherent at x E Spec A if the stalk 9X 
of 9 at x is isomorphic to the stalk of the quasi-coherent sheaf f(Spec A, 9) i.e. 
9X = S;’ T(Spec A, 9). 
Proposition 2.4. Let x be an element of Spec A. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) The ideal x is soft. 
(2) Ail sheaves of A-modules are quasi-coherent at x. 
(3) The sheaf 9 defined by r(%, %) = nycOU (A, 0 A,) is quasi-coherent at x. 
Proof. (3) a (1). Let n be a maximal ideal, n fx, and consider the open set 
% = Spec A -{n}. We define sections h and g of T(Spec A, Ce) by h = (hy)yCSpecA 
where h, = lAxmAy if y f n, h, = 0; and g = (gy),+sPecA where g, = lAxSAy. 
These sections are equal at x; from the quasi-coherence there exists f, not in x, such 
that fn(lAxOA,) = 0 (for some n). Since A, 0 A, is zero, x is a soft ideal. 
A module .a over a ringed space (X, 0’) is called globally quasi-coherent if there is 
an exact sequence: 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a Gelfand ring. 
(ii) All sheaves of A-modules are quasi-coherent at all points of Max A. 
Moreover all sheaves of A/Max A-modules are globally quasi-coherent over Max A. 
Proof. Let IJ : Max A 4 SpecA be the canonical map and 9 an &Max A-modules. 
Let Ce = f(Spec A, t,&(F)). The sheaves 9 and ~,&(a have the same global module 
of sections, therefore their stalks at each maximal point are isomorphic. By [ll, § 3, 
No. 3.4.5-j we know 9*(F),,, = g,,, for m in Max A. 
On the other hand we have a canonical morphism f: 1+4*(s) + 9, ti*(ie) is globally 
quasi-coherent over Max A, and by [ll, 3.7.2,4.3.1] $*(%e), = +!I,,, and ti*($*F),,, = 
(1*(P),,,. Then 4*(g),,, =9,,, and 9 is globally quasi-coherent over Max A. 
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) All prime ideals are soft. 
(ii) All prime ideals are maximal. 
(iii) All sheaves of A-modules are globally quasi-coherent over Spec A. 
(iv) All sheaves of A-modules are quasi-coherent over Spec A. 
(v) The sheaf defined by r(%, 9) = n,..%A, is quasi-coherent. 
Corollary 2.7. Let (X, 0,~) be a scheme and Sthe sheaf of C7x-modules ocerxdefined 
by r(q4 a = l-Ix,, 1. 0 Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) All sheaves of O’x-modules are quasi-coherent over X. 
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(ii) 7’he sheaf 9 is quasi-coherent over X. 
(iii) All points of X are closed. 
(iv) The space X is a Hausdorff space. 
(v) The space X is totally disconnected. 
3. Topological dimension 
Definition 3.1. (1) Let (%i)icr be a family of subsets of a space X. Then the order of 
this family is =zn if the intersection of any (n + 2) distinct elements is empty, 
(2) Let CY = (‘%i)isr be an open covering of a topological space X. We say that an 
open covering (resp. closed covering) p = ( Vi)i.~ of X is a refinement of a if each Vi 
is contained in some ‘%!i (resp. and in addition the open sets (Int (Vi))jc, cover XT. We 
write /3 <(Y, 
(3) The covering dimension dim X of a topological space X is the least integer n 
such that every finite open covering of X has an open refinement of order not 
exceeding n (and is cc if no such integer exists), 
(4) A ring A has the property P, if any open covering of Max A has a refinement 
by affine open sets of order c n. 
Examples. (i) A ring A with dim Max A c n and such that I&((f) u &M(g) = &(h) 
satisfies the condition P,,: Let a be an open covering of Max A and p = ( VA)r\E., a 
refinement of (Y of order sn. Each V, is a union of affine open sets, i.e. V, = 
IJjEIA DM(ga,A). We can take a finite subcovering D1M(ga)a=1.2.....,of thisfamily. Let 
0, = IJ &(ga) for D,+,(ga)c V,. Then y = (O,),,.., is an affine open covering of 
order d n and y c a. 
(ii) A Gelfand ring A such that dim Max A c n has the property P,. We prove this 
assertion by the following lemmas: 
Lemma 3.2. Let (%i)ier be an open covering of Max A of order s n. Then there exists 
an afine closed refinement of order s n covering X. 
Proof. For all x in Qi there exists an element of A such that 
X E Int VM(gi) C V,(gi) C Qi. 
Then 
U ( U Int VM(g:)) = Max A and U V,(gL) = Q%,. 
iel xECJi xs91, 
Since Max A is compact, a finite number of Int V,w(gi) cover it. Let V be a finite 
family of points x such that the union of Int V,(gl) covers Max A, then 
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is an affine closed set contained in Q; and the family (Vi);et is a closed covering of 
order c n of Max A refining (Q,),El. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (%i)iet be an open covering of Max A of order s n. Then there exists 
an afine open refinement of order s n covering Max A. 
Let ( Vi)iEJ s (%i)i,zr be a closed covering of Max A of order c n. For all j there 
exists i with V, c a,. Since Vi and Max A - J%i are disjoint closed sets of Max A they 
are separated by atfine open sets [3]. (i.e. Vj c DM(&), Max A - % c D,(f,,) and 
D,w(fi,)nD~(~J=0). Then vjcDM(f,,)c*i* 
Remark. Let X be a normal space of covering dimension n, then the Stone-tech 
compactification pX of X has covering dimension equal to n [16], [21]. 
If A4 is a topological n-manifold we know that the covering dimension of the 
topological space M is n [ 121. 
4. Modules of finite type 
Let X be a subset of Spec A; a family (xi)i=,.....n of elements of an A-module M 
generate M over X if at each point x of X the image of this family generates Mr. 
Lemma 4.1. A family of elements of an A-module Mgenerating Mover Max A is a 
system of generators of M. 
Lemma4.2. Let (hh=t ,.... n (resp. (gj)j=1...,. ml be a ami 0 e ements 0fMgeneratingM f ly f 1 
over X (resp. over Y). Then the union of these families generate Mover X u Y. 
Lemma 4.3. Let Xbe Max A, B a subspace of Xand Man A-module. We consider a 
finite family of afine open sets {D,IJ(~~)}~=~.....~ such that: 
(1) U:=, Dw(fi)=B. 
(2) TheorderofthisfamilyisdoverB. Ifforeach iMisgenerated by mefementsocer 
DM(f,) n B, then Mis generated by (d + 1) m elements over B. 
Proof. (i) The order is d = 0. Let (xi)j=r.....m be the m elements of IM generating M 
overDM(fi)nBfori=l,..., r. The elements f), for some r,, vanish over V.%,(h) and 
the elements (fj*Tj)t=l,...,m generate M over D.~(fi) nB. 
Let xj = xi=, f)xj; then the family (x,)~=~~...,,,, generates M over Ul=, (D,~(fi) n 
B). 
(ii) The order is d # 0. Let 9 be the family of all non empty intersections of (d + 1) 
distinct DM(f,). We consider the union B’ of all restrictions of 9 over B. Then the 
order of the covering defined by 9 over B’ is 0. Hence M is generated by m elements 
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over B’ (the finite intersection of affine open sets is an affine open set). Take B” the 
complement of B’ in B; then the order of the given covering over B” is at most d - 1. 
By induction we have the assertion. 
We denote by R(A) (or Rad,(A)) the Jacobson radical of A. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A be a ring such that A/R(A) has the property Pd, and let M be a 
finitely generated A-module. If M, is generated by m elements ateach maximal ideal x, 
Mis generated by (d + 1) m elements. 
Proof. The module M/9 (A)M is locally generated by m elements [SJ, so M/9 
(A)M is generated by (d + 1)m elements, and we use Nakayama. 
Corollary 4.5. If A/92(A) satisfies PO, then any projective A-module of constant rank 
is free. 
5. A decoupage of Spec A 
Let A be a Gelfand ring and X a subset of Max A. We consider the set 3(X) of 
prime ideals of A contained in an element of X. We denote by rr : 3(X) + Max A the 
mapping which assigns to each element y of 9?(X) the unique maximal ideal 
containing y. 
Then TV is closed and if X = Max A it is continuous [3]. Let (Ei)l.r be a finite open 
covering of Max A of order d. Since Max A is compact there exists a finite closed 
covering ( V,)ict of order d such that each Vi is contained in each Ei (i.e. (R,)i.l c 
(Vi)ict s (Ei)ict where Ri is the interior of Vi). 
Let E, = rel(Ei), fi = *-I( V,), f?i = r-‘(Oi), then (fi;)i,l < (c)i,, C (Ei)i,, and 
these families are respectively open, closed, open coverings of Spec A of order d. 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a Gelfand ring such that dim Max A s d, and (Ei)icr be an 
open covering of Spec A. Then there exist d + 1 closed V(ai), covering Spec A, such 
that each V(ai) is a finite disjoint union of closed sets V(6;) each contained in some Ei. 
Proof. We can refine the family (Ei n Max A) tCt_ by an open covering (E:)ict of 
order d. Using the above process we have: 
where the families (‘f?i)icl (resp. (‘Vi)iel) are open (resp. closed) coverings of Spec A 
of order d. 
The order of the family of (d + 1) distinct intersections of the closed (d+l c)i.l is 0, 
and each intersection is contained in some Ei. Let V(ad+t) be this union. 
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Denote by F the complement in Spec A of the union of the distinct intersections of 
the open sets (d”fi,)i,,. Then the orders over F of the restrictions of the families 
(“C)ipI9 (“fii)icI with n su’ are <d-l. 
By following the same process over F, with the restrictions of the families (“c)i,I, 
(“f?i)icr (n cd) and the d-intersections of the family (“Vi)icl, we have the assertion. 
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a Gelfand ring such that dim Max A s d and (P,,)UEL be a 
finite family ofjinitely generated projective A-module of constant rank. Then there exist 
d’+ 1 closed sets V (a,), with d’ s d, covering Spec A such that the Alai-modules 
P/aiP are free. 
Proof. The modules P, are locally free so that there exists an open covering (Ei)iei of 
Max A of order d’s d such that P,, is free over Ei for all p and all i. 
Using the above decoupage it is clear that P,/a,P, is a free Alai-module (The 
modules PJbTP, are A/b:-free for all p and all i). 
6. Stable rank 
Let A be a ring and GL(n, A) the group of invertible n by n matrices over A. We 
denote by GL(A) the union of the sequence 
GL(l,A)cGL(2,A)c-**cGL(n,A)c--* 
with the canonical injections given for each matrice M by 
We say that d(d 3 1) is a stable rank for GL(A) if for any r elements fi E A (r > d) 
such that Cl=, Afi = A, there exist b,, . . . ,6,-l E A with 111: A(fi + bf,) = A. 
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a Gelfand ring with dim Max A s d. Then the stable rank for 
GL(A) is s d + 1. 
Proof. Suppose A be generated by r elements fi, . . . , fi with r > d + 1. To prove it we 
find (gf) elements of A so that the elements 
generate A. Then considering a linear combination of these elements and the 
f d+*,. . . , f,_l the assertion follows. 
It is clear that lJl=, D(J) = Spec A and we know that there exists a finite closed 
refinement ( Vi)j.r of order not exceeding d. We can suppose that the order is d. Let 
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9 be the family of (d + 1) distinct intersections of the closed sets (V,),,, and 9’ the 
family of the elements of J which are not contained in D(fi). Then two elements of 
9 are disjoint and the intersection of any element of 5’ with any Vi contained in 
D(fi) is empty. 
Let fp be the first fi for which V(b,)c D(f,) (CY > 1, V(b,) E 9’). 
There exists e, an element of A such that e, is 1 over V(b,) and 0 over any other 
element of 9 and over any 4 contained in D(fi). 
Therefore there exists W, element of A such that fi + WJO is invertible over 
V(b,) and is fi over any other element of 9 and over any Vi contained in D(fi). 
By proceeding similarly for each element V(b,) of 9’ it is easy to see that the 
element 
f1+ “,;),s,Kfa =f1+ (5, dh 
” 
is invertible over any element of 9 and over any Vi contained in D(fi). 
By following the same process, taking the ring A1 =A/(fl +CI,1 g:h) and the 
intersections of the Vi with Spec A, we find the required sequence. (The order of the 
family ( Vi n Spec A l)jcl does not exceed d - 1 and any Vi n Spec A 1 is contained in 
some D(fi) with i > 1). 
Corollary 6.2. Let A be a ring such that A/R(A) is a Gelfand ring and 
dim Max(A/R(A)) c d; then the stable rank for GL(A) is s d + 1. 
Then for these rings we can describe GL(A) (see [2]). In particular we have 
GL(r, A) = GL(d + 1, A) E(r, A) if r >d + 1, where E(r, A) is the subgroup of 
GL(r, A) generated by the elementary matrices. 
Remark [20]. We take X a topological space, and we denote by d(X) the greatest 
integer d for which there exists a continuous mapping a :X + Rd with stable value 
0. (If such a d does not exist we then set d(X) = CO). It is known that for “good” 
spaces d(X) coincides with all other dimensions. And let d’(X) be the greatest 
integer d for which there exists an essential mapping X + Sd. (If such a d does not 
exist, we set d’(X) = 00). 
If C(X) (resp. C*(X)) is the ring of all (resp. bounded) continuous realvalued 
functions over X, then the stable rank for GL( C(X)) = stable rank for GL( C*(X)) = 
d(X) + 1 = d’(X) + 1. 
7. Constructing projective modules [ 141 
Let A and 11’ be two rings, f : A + A’ a ring homomorphism and A4 a A -module. Let 
f&4=A’O.,M and let f,:M+f& be the canonical map defined by f*(m) = 
A @., m. 
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Consider the commutative square of ring homomorphisms: 
izI 1 it 
A2 
i2 
’ A’ 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) A is the product of AI and A2 overA’(i.e. if A1 cAI, A2~A2 withjI(AJ =j2(h2) 
there is a unique element A E A which satisfies iI = A 1 and i2(A) = AZ); 
(ii) The homomorphism i2 is surjective. 
Construction. Given a projective module Pi over Ai (i = 1,2) and a A’-isomorphism 
h :~,,(P,)H~z~(P~), let M = M(P1, P2, h) be the subgroup of PI x P2 consisting of all 
pairs (pl,p2) with hjI,(pI)=j2,(p2). We make M into a A-module by setting 
A (PI, ~2) = (il(A)pl, i2(A)p2). Then: 
(i) The A-module M is projective. Furthermore if PI and P2 are finitely generated 
over AI and A2 respectively, then M is finitely generated over A, 
(ii) Every projective A-module is isomorphic to M(P1, P2, h) for some suitably 
chosen PI, P2 and h, 
(iii) The modules PI and P2 are naturally isomorphic to iI&4 and &Mrespec- 
tively. 
Lemma 7.1. With the above notations : 
M(PI @ p;, p2 0 P;, h 0 h’) =M(P1, P2, h) @ M(P;, P;, h’). 
Proof. Let v : M(PI, Pz, h) 0 M(P’I, Pi, h’) + M(P1 0 Pi, P2 0 Pi, h 0 h’) be the 
canonical map which assigns (pI, p2) 0 (pi, pi) to (pl 0 pi, p2 0 pi). We prove that 
q is an isomorphism by a construction of Milnor. 
1st Step. The Ai-modules Pi, Pi are free with finite bases and the matrices of h and 
h’ with respect to these bases are images under j2 of invertible matrices over A,. 
Take 
PI= 6 AIL, P; = 6 A,x;, 
0=l y=l 
P2 = ,h, Atyap P; = @I Azyk 
e-1 
With respect to these bases let the matrices of h and h’ be respectively A = (ups) 
and A’ = (a&), which are images under j2 of the invertible matrices C = (C,,) and 
C’= (Ck,). 
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Let y: =& C,pyp and yt =x0 C’yeyi. Then the elements z, =(x,, yi), rb = 
(XI, yt) form a basis for M(Pi, P2, h) and M(P\, Pi, h’) respectively, and induce a 
basis for M(PI, P2, h) 0 M(Pi, Pi, h’). The invertible matrix C 0 C’ gives the 
matrix A 0 A’ over ii’ and defines the isomorphism h 0 h’. Furthermore the 
elements z,, = (x, $3 x& y: a y:) form a basis for M(P18 Pi, P2 8 Pi, h 8 h’) and 
in this basis the matrix of q is I,,,,. 
2nd S&P. Let Qi = A: and Qf =A: for i = 1,2. We define the isomorphism 
g :jirQ1 + jz#QZ by the matrix A-' and the isomorphism g’: jizQ; + jzxQ; by A'-' 
in the natural bases. 
Then the Ai-modules Pi @Qi, Pi @Q: are free and the matrices of the iso- 
morphismes h@g, h’Og’ are images under jz of invertible matrices over ‘12. Since 
the A-module M(P1@Q1, P2OQ2, hOg)@M(P; OQ;, P;OQ;, h’ Og’) is iso- 
morphic to M((PI OQi) 0 (Pi OQ’1), (P2OQ2) 0 (Pk @a;), (h Og) 0 (h’@g’)) it 
is easy to prove that q is an isomorphism. 
3rd Step. The Ai-modules Pi, Pi are finitely generated. We know that there exists 
(Qi)i=l.z, (Q:)i=i.2 projective Ai-modules such as Pi @Qi, Pi @Qi are Ai-free and 
ji+Qi (resp. ji*Q’1) are isomorphic to jzXQ2 by a g (resp. to jz#Q; by a g’). 
Since M(PIOQI, P2@Q2, hOg)OM(P; @Qi, P; @a;, h’@g’) is isomorphic 
to 
M((PIOQI)O(P;OQ;),(P~OQ~)O(P;OQ;),(~O~)O(~’O~’)) 
it is easy to prove that cp is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 7.2. Let Pi, Pi (i = 1, 2) be finitely generated projective Ai-modules and 
(qi)i=1.2 be some Ar-isomorphismes from Pi to Pi. Then there is a natural isomorphism 
between M(P1, P2, h) and M(P;, Pi, @20hO(P;‘) where (Cpi),= I.2 is the A’-isomorphism 
induced by (qi)i=l,2 from i,&P, to i,,Ph. 
Proposition 7.3. Let Mand Nbe two finitely generated projective A-modules such that 
Mi = ii,M =A; for j = 1,2 and N2 = i2#N -A,“. Then the modules M 0 NOA”” 
and A” 0 N @M 0 Am are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let Ni = ilrN and (pi)i=i.2 be the Ai-isomorphism from M to Al. We take a 
basis in (Mi)i=1,2 such that the matrix of (pi)i=i.2 is I,,. Let (4i)iEi.z be the homomor- 
phismes: 
~i:Pi=MiONi0~11OA~jP:=AloNiOMiOA~, 
mi @ni@ai OPiH(Pi(mi)Oni+cpi’(cri)Opi. 
If M and N are defined by the isomorphismes f and g we have 
M(P1,P2rfOgOZnrn)=M(P;,P;,62~(f OgOZ,rJ&‘). 
The isomorphism f is represented by an invertible matrix A over A’, so the matrix 
A-’ 0 Z,, @A 0 I,,, is the image under j2 of an invertible matrix over _ t2 which 
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defines an isomorphism f3 for the AZ-module Pi. Then we have: 
M(Pi, Pi, ~_2o(fOgOI,,)o~-;‘)=M(P;, Pi. iWj&(fO@Ifm)%m 
and 
8. Stability theoremes 
With the notations of Section 7 we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 8.1. Let M and N be two finitely generated projective A-modules stably 
isomorphic such that i,,(M) = AL = i,,(N) for i = 1,2. If the stable rank for GL(il) is 
d d + 1 and r 2 d + 1, then M and N are isomorphic. 
Proof. We can take M and N to be of constant rank and reduce to the case where 
MOA is isomorphic to NO A by an isomorphism 4. 
Let (mi)i=i . . . . . I, (ml)i=i . . . . . r (resp. (ni)i=i ,..., ,y (nl)i=i ._... , be bases of b4W and 
i*+(M) (resp. ii,(N), iz,(N’)) respectively. Denoting by m,+:, mL+i, n,_l, n:_i the 
canonical bases of i,,(A) in the corresponding modules, we have: 
NOA = ,e A,niOAln,+l, ,@ AznlOAznL+l, gOId) 
where h and g define M and N respectively and Id is the canonical isomorphism 
which defines A. 
Then 
where & designates the A,-isomorphism induced by C#I from i,*(MO,l) to 
i,*(NOA) and 
&o(h @Id)&* = gOId. 
The isomorphism q5i s represented by a matrix A of GL(r + 1, A I) and there exists 
a matrix B in E(r + 1, A,) such that 
BA= 
The matrix B defines an isomorphism cpl for il,(NOA) such that 
w4l(MW c i&V and w&(il&~)) c i,,(A). 
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We know that E(r + 1, :A’) is a normal subgroup of GL(r + 1, A’). Then there exists 
B’ element of E(r + 1, A’) such that: 
B’ x Mat(&) x Mat@ @Id) x Mat(&;’ ) xii*@-‘) = Mat(gOId). 
Let B” be a matrix of E(r+ 1, AZ) with jz*(B”) = B’. Then 
B” x Mat(&) = 
where the jz(aj) are nil, and there exists a matrix C, a product of elementary matrices 
with entries to AZ, such that: 
and j**(C) = G+i. 
The matrix C x B” defines an isomorphism QZ for &(NOA) and M is isomorphic to 
N by the correspondence which assigns the element (m, m’) to the element 
(QI”~I(~), Q2”42h’)). 
Theorem 8.2. Let R be a Gelfand ring with stable rank for GL(R) s d + 1. TYhen any 
finitely generated projective R-module P stably free of rank n 3 d + 1 is free. 
Remark. Let R be a Gelfand ring with dim Max R = 1. Then any two stably 
isomorphic finitely generated projective R-modules of at least rank 2 are iso- 
morphic. 
We say that an element 8 is unimodular in an R-module P if the homomorphism 
g : A + P (g(a) = ae) is a split monomorphism. It is clear that a 8 in P, unimodular in 
PO Q, is unimodular in P. 
Lemma 8.3. Taking the notations of Section 7 let A be a Gelfand ring with stable rank 
for GL(d) s d + 1 and P = M(PI, P2, h) a finitely generated projective A-module of 
constant rank r such that P2 is AZ-free. Then any B = (t3,, e2), element of P, with 
(8i)i=1,2 unimodular, is unimodular. 
Proof. By the previous remark we can suppose r > d + 1 (Take POA” for an n). We 
have Pi = PI @Ai& for i = 1,2 and hojt*(&) = j2*(t12). If the A2-module PZ is free, 
then Pi and jl+(P;) are free (they are stably free of rank 3 d + 1). 
Let (m:)i=i+,.,.,-i and (mi)i=i.+.r-i be bases of Pi and jl#(P;) respectively. In the 
bases [ji*(mi)i=i.....r-1, ji,(ei)l, [(j2*(ml))i-1.....,-1, j2*(e2)1 the isomorphism h is 
represented by a matrix of the form 
A 0 
a; .*.a:_1 > 1 . 
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Then there exists E in E(r, A’) such that 
4 A , O)=(; F). a; *.* a,_1 1 
The matrix E is the image under jz of an invertible matrix E’ over A, which defines 
another basis for PZ as to be of the form [(m’i))i=l,,....,,_L, &I. Then 
where h’ is the restriction of h to jl,(P; ). It is easy to see that 13 is unimodular. 
Theorem 8.4. Let R be a Gelfand ring with stable rank for GL(R) c d + 1 and P a 
finitely generated projective R-module of rank n. If n L d + 1 then P = P’O R for some 
projective R-module P’. 
Proof. We can suppose that P is of constant rank n; by Section 5 there exists 
(ci)i=i,,,,_, ideals of R such that P/aiP is R/ai-free and Ui=, V(ai) = Spec R. 
We now prove the assertion by induction on r, the number of these ideals. The case 
r = 1 being trivial we are in the following position: 
/ 
r-l 
+Al=R nai 
i=l 
/ 
i2 
/ 
r-l 
Az=R a, , ,4’=R a,+na, 
i=l 
where P/n;=, aiP = M(PI, Pt, h), Pz is AZ-free and there exists 8i unimodular 
element of PI. 
Then h+*(&) is a unimodular element of jz+(Pz). We consider P20.12. It is well 
known that E(n + 1, A’) is transitive over the unimodular elements of j2,(P2)0 
j&A,) and there exists E in E(n + 1, A’) such that E(0; 1) = hojl,(&). The matrix E 
is the image under j2 of an invertible matrix E’ over A,. The element E’(0; 1) = 
(Xl, * * * 9 x,; a) of PzOA2 is unimodular with jz(cu) = 0 and there exists (ai)i=i,,.,,n 
element of A2 such that (e2; 0) = (xi + ulq . . . , x, + a,(~ ; 0) is unimodular. Then the 
element 8 = (6J,, e2) of P/n;=, aiP is unimodular. 
Let A be a ring and consider the Grothendieck group &(.I) of the category of 
finitely generated projective A-modules [I], [2]. We have the following corollary: 
Corollary 8.5. Suppose .4 be a ring such that A/R (A) is a Gelfand ring with stable rank 
for GL(A) < d + 1. Then : 
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(i) Any finitely generated projective A-module Pof at least rank n, with n 2 d + 1, is 
isomorphic to P’@Aned for some projective A-module P’; 
(ii) Any element of K&l) of rank 3 d is a class of some finitely generated projective 
A-module ; 
(iii) Any finitely generated projective A-module of rank n is generated by n +d 
elements ; 
(iv) Two finitely generated projective A-modules, stably isomorphic, of rank n 2 3d 
are isomorphic. 
9. The nilradical of &(A) 
The tensor product induces a commutative ring structure on &(A) by [P][P’] = 
[P @ P’], where [Q] denotes the image of Q in &(A). Let &(A) be the set of all 
elements of &(A) of zero rank. Every element of &(A) is locally nil, and &(A) = 
C@&(A) where C designates the ring of continuous functions from Spec A to 2 
PI. 
If K,(A) = GL(A)/E(A) (where E(A) = u,E(r, A)) we have, in the notation of 
Section 7, the following exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence [141: 
K~(A)-*K~(A~)~K~(A,)-,K~(A’)~.,K~(A)~K~(A~ 
where the homomorphismes are: 
K,(A)~K,(A,)OK,(A,)-,K,(A’), 
x H(il&), i2dx)) 
(Y, z)++idy)-i2&) 
‘) 
and a is defined as follows. Represent an element x of K,(A’) by a matrix in 
GL(n, A’). This matrix determines an isomorphism h from the free A’-module jl#A; 
to the free A’-module jz+A;. We put 13(x) = [Ml-[A”] where M =M(:I;, (i;, h). 
Let R be a ring, and a and b two ideals. Considering the special case where 
A = R/a n 6, A, = R/a, A2 = R/b and A’ = R/a + b with the canonical morphisms, we 
have: 
Proposition 9.1. If .$ and 5’ are elements of K,(A’), then a([) a(,$) is nil. 
Proof. We can suppose 6 and 5’ are represented by the matrices A and A’ of 
GL(n, A’) respectively. We have: 
a(5) = [Ml - [A”1 and a(<‘) = [M’] - [A”] 
where M = M(A;, A;, A) and M’ = M(A;, A;, A’). Then 
a(~)a(~‘)=([MOM’]-EA”‘])-([Ml-[A”])[A”l-[A”]([M’]-[.~“l) 
= a(class of A 0 A’) -[A”]@([) +a@‘)), 
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but A @A = (I, 0 A’)(A 0 I,), so a(class of A 0 A’) is equal to [A”]a(f’)+ 
&%A”l. 
Proposition 9.2. Let t) be an element of&(A) of image zero in K&I) and &(A& 
and P a finitely generated projective A-module such that i*+(P) is AZ-free and of rank 
m. Then ([PI - [A”])q is nil. 
Proof. We can lift n to an element of K,(A’), hence 77 = [iVf]-[ll”]; and we can 
suppose that M is Ai-free for i = 1,2. Then use Proposition 7.3. 
Remark. If a and b are ideals such that V(a) n V(b) = 0 (i.e. a + h = R), then 
&(R/a n 6) = &(R/a)@&(R/b). 
Theorem 9.3. Let R be a Gelfand ring such that dim Max R g d, then [&(R)Id+’ is 
nil. 
Proof. Let (f71)SE~ be a family of elements of I&,(R); then n5 =[PS]-[QS] where P, 
and Q, are finitely generated projective R-modules. We can suppose they are of 
constant rank (cf. Remark). Then there exist (d + 1) ideals ei generating A such that 
these modules are free over V(oi) (i.e. the image of ns in Ko(R/ai) is nil for all i and 
all s). 
Then the result is proved by induction on d + 1, the number of these ideals; the 
case d = 0 is trivial and d = 1 immediate by Proposition 9.2. 
So suppose the image of n:=, n5 (rsd) is zero in K,(R/r\;,, ai); then we can 
write this element in &(R/nj:: oi) as [Ml-[(R/njLi ai)“] where M is a finitely 
generated projective R/n;:;- module free over V(n;=, ai) and over V(a,,i). 
Then take v,+i = [P,+J-[C?,+il an element of this family; then P,+l/a,+lPr+l, 
Q,+da,+l Q,+i are free R/a,+, modules of constant rank m. So use Proposition 9.2. 
Proposition 9.4. Let R be a ring such that R/Rad,(R) is a Gelfand ring with 
dim Max R/Rad,(R) c d, then [&(R)Id” is nil. 
Proof. The canonical map C,(R) --* &(R/Rad,(R)) is injective [ 11. 
Corollary 9.5 [l]. Let R be a ring such that R/Rad,(R) is a Gelfand ring with 
dim Max R/Rad,(R) G d. If P is a finitely generated projective R-module of constant 
rank r, then P OR Q = R’“-’ for some projective R-module Q. 
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